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U.S. Federal Agencies Approve Sharing Of Bank
Secrecy Act Resources
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Five federal agencies, including the U.S. Department of the Treasury’s Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), will
allow credit unions and community banks to share resources to improve compliance with anti-money laundering (AML) and
Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) requirements.

That decision was greeted with caution and concern by compliance officers and former federal regulators attending ACAMS 17th
annual AML & Financial Crimes conference in Las Vegas.

“For smaller banks, try as you may, you just can’t staff up the BSA and AML functions and you may have one or two people wearing
multiple hats, so what the regulators said is that for smaller institutions you can share resources,” said Daniel Stipano, a partner with
Buckley Sandler.

Stipano, a former deputy counsel for the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), said this issue came up while he was at the
federal agency and the OCC always was open to the practice on a case-by-case basis.

Besides FinCEN, the agencies include the Federal Reserve Board, the National Credit Union Administration, the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, and the OCC.

A joint statement described several situations where collaboration might be beneficial for financial institutions, such as conducting
internal control functions, independent testing, and BSA and AML training.

When entering into collaborative arrangements, the agencies said that banks should carefully consider the arrangement in relation to
the bank’s risk profile, ensure adequate documentation, consider legal restrictions, establish appropriate oversight mechanisms, and
ensure that the arrangement is consistent with sound principals of corporate governance.

The agencies warned that “ultimately, each bank is responsible for ensuring compliance with BSA requirements” and that “sharing
resources in no way relieves a bank of this responsibility.”

“It does raise some interesting issues about sharing proprietary information and suspicious activity reports (SARs),” Stipano said.

“Things like that have to be managed, but I think the regulators all recognized that this staffing issue in certain areas with smaller
banks is a problem. I think this is an attempt to address that.”

However, according to attorney and independent consultant Marilu Jimenez, sharing information is not always easy.

“It sounds like a great idea but I don’t know how it will work out,” she said.

The cost of meeting BSA requirements and effectively managing the risk that illicit finance poses to the broader U.S. financial system
may be reduced through sharing employees or other resources in a collaborative arrangement with one or more banks, the agencies
said.

According to the four-page statement, these arrangements may also provide access to specialized expertise that may be otherwise
challenging to acquire without the collaboration.

In one example, shared by the agencies, internal controls may be made more efficient when two or more banks pool their resources
to update and draft BSA and AML policies and procedures and draft risk-based customer identification.

A bank’s board of directors “must designate a qualified individual or individuals to serve as the BSA compliance officer,” the agencies
said.

They added that the sharing of a BSA officer among banks could be challenging due to the confidential nature of suspicious activity
reports filed and the ability of the BSA officer to coordinate and monitor effectively each bank’s day-to-day compliance.

The agencies also reminded financial institutions that the “sharing of a BSA officer may create challenges with effective
communication between the BSA officer and each bank’s board of directors and senior management.”

“Accordingly, it may not be appropriate for the banks to enter into a collaborative arrangement to share a BSA officer,” the agencies
said.
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